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With the continuous development of the manufacturing industry, the requirement for strip steel quality is becoming higher and
higher in automobile manufacturing, mechanical processing, and electronic and electrical industries. The precise control of strip
quality depends on the accurate prediction of strip quality to a certain extent. However, the data collected by a large number of
sensors on the complex strip production line and generated by the computer control system presents the characteristics of high
dimensionality, high coupling, and nonlinearity, which brings difficulties to the prediction of strip quality. The continuous
production of massive data in the production line also forces steel enterprises to seek new data mining methods, mining the
relationship between sensor data to predict and control strip quality. To solve these problems, this paper proposes a GBDBN-
ELM model, which is more efficient and more accurate than other algorithms. In this model, the RBM in DBN is replaced with
GBRBM, so that RBM no longer depends on the binary distribution, can handle continuity values, and retain more data
features. In order to solve the problem of too long DBN training time, this article replaces the BP network in DBN with an ELM
regression model. The ELM model predicts the strip quality based on the extracted data abstract features, thereby improving the
model’s prediction accuracy and shortening the training time. In this paper, the GBDBN-ELM model is compared with the BP
neural network, ELM, and DBN, and root mean square error, R square coefficient of determination, and training time are
selected as evaluation indexes of the models. The experimental results show that the improved GBDBN-ELM model can not
only improve the accuracy of strip steel quality prediction but also shorten the time of model training. The model proposed in
this paper has achieved good results in prediction accuracy and performance.

1. Introduction

In the industrial field, the steel industry is one of the national
basic industries. Most of the raw materials, resources, and
equipment of other industries are provided by the steel
industry. The development of the steel industry has also led
to the progress of construction, machinery, transportation,
and other industries. Although the current international steel
production is increasing year by year, the technology for roll-
ing high-quality steel still needs to be improved. With the
rapid development of industry and technology, many indus-
tries have higher and higher requirements for the quality of
strip steel, such as infrastructure engineering, automobile
manufacturing, mechanical processing, and electronic and
electrical industries. Therefore, the improvement of strip

quality has become one of the main tasks of the hot rolling
production process. The strip quality can be estimated in
advance through prediction, and then, the process parame-
ters can be adjusted in time through computer calculations
to achieve closed-loop control of the system, which can max-
imize the strip quality. Therefore, the strip quality prediction
method has gradually become a hot spot in the steel industry.

The traditional rolling mill control relies on manual
operation; the strip quality at the exit is controlled by simple
electric pressing or manual pressing, without the participa-
tion of many sensors. The steel industry has bid farewell to
traditional production modes with the extensive application
and development of modern automatic control theory in
the industrial field. The combination of modern equipment
and advanced technology has made the strip production
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process increasingly complex [1]. In the strip steel produc-
tion process, multiple devices are organically connected.
The process parameters and product quality parameters
involved in the subproduction stage are various, and the
relationship between the various parameters is complex.
The parameters of each stage often present a hierarchical
structure and are coupled with each other. It is difficult to
describe these parameters with linear or simple nonlinear
relationships [2].

Quality of the strips at the exit of hot continuous rolling
mainly depends on the finishing mill. The change of strip
width and thickness is caused by the rolling force from the
vertical stand and horizontal stand in finishing rolling. The
main factors affecting strip steel quality include rolling force,
reduction position, inlet temperature, roll bending force, roll
gap width, and rack speed. Moreover, factors such as water
flow, motor current, oil film compensation, and lubrication
also have a certain impact on the surface quality of the strip
[3]. Most of these variables are coupled with each other and
have serious nonlinearity, and some of them are difficult to
measure, which also brings certain difficulties to the predic-
tion of strip quality.

Moreover, with the development of technology, the pro-
duction model has spread from physical space to virtual
space, and the degree of digital production has gradually
deepened. More sensors, data acquisition equipment, and
computer network control system are involved in the pro-
duction process. A large amount of raw data are produced
in the strip production line every day. How to use these
data reasonably and mine more knowledge for strip qual-
ity prediction and control is also a problem that needs to
be studied.

In order to achieve closed-loop control of strip quality
and advance adjustment of process parameters, and to solve
the poor prediction accuracy of strip quality resulting caused
by high-dimensional, highly coupled, nonlinear data, the
main contributions of this paper are as follows.

This paper proposes a strip quality prediction model
combining DBN and ELM. In the combined model, DBN is
used to extract features from high-dimensional and high
coupling input data, and ELM predicts strip quality accord-
ing to the extracted data features.

Based on the DBN-ELM combined model, the RBM in
the DBN model is replaced by GBRBM to solve the depen-
dence on the binary distribution of the visible layer and
hidden layer of RBM. The model is improved to the
GBRBM-ELM model to suit the continuous value regression
problem.

The feasibility of the model is analyzed from the aspects
of prediction accuracy and model performance, and the pre-
diction effect of the model is compared with that of BP, ELM,
and DBN. The results show that the GBDBN-ELM model
can improve the prediction accuracy while shortening the
model training time.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: The second
chapter introduces the research progress of strip quality pre-
diction technology; the third chapter introduces the princi-
ple, network structure, and training method of the strip
quality prediction model; the fourth chapter validates the

model through the data on the production line of a steel
company; the last chapter is a summary of this article.

2. Related Works

Quality prediction and quality control problems often use
two types of methods, mathematical model methods and
data mining techniques.

2.1. Mathematical Model Methods. In traditional quality con-
trol, the mathematical model is used to predict the quality
parameters, and the variables such as temperature, pressure,
element, and their relationship are described by mathemati-
cal formulas [4, 5]. But the process of establishing the math-
ematical model of strip quality is very complex, because in
the rolling process, not only many physical quantities but
also much thermodynamic knowledge is involved. The strip
quality prediction based on the mathematical model ignores
and simplifies the influence of many on-site factors, and the
dynamic effects sometimes produce false results, leading to
large errors. Later, people paid attention to deformation laws
in the forming process, and the finite element method and
finite element simulation software were applied to the simu-
lation of the strip production process and the quality control
of the strip [6, 7]. However, the finite element analysis soft-
ware has high requirements for the user’s ability, and it often
requires level-by-level training to use it proficiently.

On the other hand, the growing mass of data has made
data mining methods centered onmachine learning and deep
learning more attention [8]. And it is used in manufacturing
production scheduling [9], equipment monitoring [10], qual-
ity control [11], and other aspects. The data mining methods
provide an effective way to predict and control the quality of
hot strip rolling. It can break the data island, deeply mine,
and utilize the data value. Specifically, initially, through data
mining, the correlation between process parameters and
quality parameters is discovered from the massive produc-
tion history data. Further, the strip quality is predicted
through these correlations. Finally, combined with the com-
puter control system, a closed loop is formed to the greatest
extent to control the quality of the strip.

2.2. Data Mining Techniques. Data mining techniques can be
divided into two parts: machine learning and deep learning.
Kotkunde et al. used artificial neural networks (ANN) and
support vector machines (SVM) to evaluate the thickness dis-
tribution of alloy sheets at various temperatures and blank
diameters [12]. Li and Dai used the k-means algorithm to
divide the production data into k clusters and uses the BP
neural network to predict the final strip rolling temperature
to improve the prediction accuracy [13]. Wu et al. improved
the ELM algorithm and created a two-hidden layer optimized
ELM model, and they applied it to the prediction of bending
force in the hot strip rolling process [14, 15].

The above studies are based on pure machine learning
predictions, but machine learning cannot handle high-
dimensional problems. Before using the machine learning
method, the above research often needs to select data features
to reduce the dimension of the input parameters [16].
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However, for the high coupling strip quality prediction prob-
lem, too few features often cannot contain all the features of
the data, which makes the prediction accuracy worse. The
deep learning network has deeper network layers and more
complex network structure compared with machine learning.
For example, the deep belief network (DBN) superimposes
RBM in front of the BP network. DBN has good feature
extraction ability and shows good performance when pro-
cessing high-dimensional input variables. It is widely used
in manufacturing.

Liu et al. used DBN to process a large amount of real-time
quality data collected by sensors and constructed a real-time
quality monitoring and diagnosis plan for the manufacturing
process [17]. Yang and Frangopol predict the remaining life
cycle of ships based on DBN and then propose a ship life cycle
management framework [18]. Zheng et al. combine DBN and
SVM, use DBN to extract high-level features of signals, and use
the SVM classifier for defect recognition, providing a new
method for the nondestructive testing of bolt anchorage [19].

It can be concluded from a large number of studies that
since deep belief networks were primarily used to classify
problems at first, now it is mainly used for classification
problems such as defect identification and quality classifica-
tion in manufacturing quality problems and less often
applied to regression problems such as quality parameter
prediction. However, because the deep belief network has
strong high-dimensional feature extraction capabilities and
good model generalization, it can be improved to suit contin-
uous value prediction problems on the basis of maintaining
the feature extraction capabilities. For example, in existing
research, DBN is combined with Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) [20], Firefly Algorithm (FA) [21], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [22], Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)
[23], and other algorithms to improve the prediction accu-
racy and model feasibility.

Considering the complexity of the DBN network struc-
ture, this paper chooses the combination of DBN and ELM
to simplify the DBN training method and shorten the train-
ing time while improving the prediction accuracy.

3. Quality Prediction Model and
Network Structure

A deep belief network is one of the core algorithms in deep
learning. The deep belief network is composed of several
restricted boltzmann machines (RBM) and a BP neural net-
work, which can solve the high-dimensional and high-
coupling problem well. However, DBN has problems such
as unsuitable for continuous value and too long training time.
In this paper, DBN is improved to make it more suitable for
the quality prediction of the strip finishing process.

3.1. Deep Belief Network Model

3.1.1. Basic Structure of DBN. The deep belief network is
composed of multiple series-connected RBMs and a BP neu-
ral network. It has a powerful feature learning ability. The
structure of the deep belief network for strip steel quality pre-
diction is shown in Figure 1.

The first visible layer V and the second hidden layer h1
constitute RBM1. The hidden layer of RBM1 is also the visi-
ble layer of RBM2, forming RBM2 together with the third
hidden layer, and so on for each layer, stacking to form mul-
tilayer RBMs. RBM in DBN uses unsupervised learning,
mainly used for feature extraction; the BP network uses
supervised learning, mainly used for regression and output-
ting the predicted value of quality parameters.

3.1.2. DBN Training Process. It can be seen from the figure
that the training process of DBN is divided into two stages,
namely, the forward pretraining stage and the reverse fine-
tuning stage. DBN uses a greedy unsupervised learning
mechanism to complete layer-by-layer forward training from
bottom to top and extracts the abstract features of the
bottom-level data as the high-level input, until the features
are sent to the top-level regression unit. Then, it calculates
the error between the regression result and the real result
and uses the back propagation algorithm of the BP network
to complete the reverse fine-tuning of the parameters, further
reducing the model error and improving the training accu-
racy of the system.

DBN gives full play to and combines the advantages of
RBM and BP neural network, uses multilayer RBM to extract
and abstract high-dimensional data, retains important fea-
ture information as much as possible, uses the BP network
to complete regression, and uses the BP algorithm to fine-
tune the parameters of each layer, so as to achieve the optimal
state.
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Figure 1: Deep belief network structure.
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3.1.3. Shortcomings of DBN. Although the traditional DBN
has particularly good feature extraction capabilities, after
analyzing the model, it can be known that the traditional
DBN model also has the following shortcomings:

(a) The visible layer and hidden layer of traditional RBM
obey the binary distribution and have a good func-
tion of extracting feature signals for discrete data. In
the problem of strip quality prediction, the continu-
ous input signals need to be digitized, which leads
to the loss of information and reduces the accuracy
of the model

(b) In the process of DBN training, an important param-
eter that needs to be adjusted is the number of neu-
rons in each hidden layer, which directly affects the
prediction accuracy and training time of the model.
For the problem of strip quality prediction, the
dimension of input data involved is relatively high,
so it is more difficult to select the number of neurons

(c) Since the fine-tuning process of DBN is based on the
gradient descent algorithm, the convergence speed of
the BP network is relatively slow. In addition, the BP
algorithm is a local search algorithm, which may
cause the network to fall into a local optimum due
to improper selection of the initial network weights,
which may lead to network training failures

In order to solve the above problems, this paper intro-
duces Gauss-Bernoulli RBM instead of RBM in traditional
DBN to save the signal of continuous input data, introduces
particle swarm optimization to calculate the optimal number
of neurons in the hidden layer in the process of parameter
adjustment, and introduces extreme learning machine to
shorten the training time of the model, improve the general-
ization ability, and avoid falling into local optimization.

3.2. Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM)

3.2.1. Basic Structure of GBRBM. Restricted Boltzmann
machine (RBM) is a shallow random generation network
proposed by Hinton et al. It is an energy model for unsuper-
vised learning. It divides all neurons into the visible layer and
hidden layer. Data is input from the visible layer to express
data features. The hidden layer can extract features to express
the relationship between input variables, so the hidden layer
is also called a feature extractor. The two layers of neurons
are fully connected, and there is no connection between the
neurons in the same layer.

Suppose v1 ~ vm is the visible layer cell node, h1 ~ hn is
the hidden layer cell node, a1 ~ am is the visible layer node
offset, b1 ~ bn is the hidden layer node offset, and wn×m is
the weight matrix between the visible layer and the hidden
layer.

When the state of (v, h) is determined, the energy func-
tion of RBM can be defined as

E v, h ∣ θð Þ = −aTv − bTh − vTwn×mh: ð1Þ

The visible layer and hidden layer of the traditional RBM
are limited by the binary distribution [24], which has a good
performance when dealing with classification problems. But
Boolean variables are no longer suitable for the calculation
of continuous data when dealing with regression problems.
Therefore, this paper introduces GBRBM when carrying
out strip quality prediction.

Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM) is a restricted Boltz-
mann machine for nonbinomial data proposed by Kriz-
hevsky and Hinton. GBRBM introduces Gaussian function
between visible and hidden elements to process continuous
numbers between 0 and 1. The energy function expression
of GBRBM is as follows:

E v, h θjð Þ = 〠
m

i=1

vi − aið Þ2
2σ2

i

− 〠
n

j=1
bjhj − 〠

m

i=1
〠
n

j=1

vi
σi
wijhj: ð2Þ

The lower the energy of the system is, the more stable the
system is and the smaller the error of quality parameter pre-
diction results is. In equation (2), θ is the parameter to be
solved, θ = ðw, a, b, σÞ, and σi is the tolerance corresponding
to vi. When θ is determined, the joint probability distribution
of ðv, hÞ can be obtained through the energy function:

P v, h ∣ θð Þ = e−E v,h∣θð Þ

Z θð Þ : ð3Þ

In equation (3), ZðθÞ =∑v,he
−Eðv,h∣θÞ is the normalization

factor, also called the distribution function.
Since there is no connection between neurons in the same

layer of RBM, the activation states between the visible layer
and the hidden layer unit are independent of each other, so
when the V andH states are determined, the activation prob-
ability of the visible layer and the hidden layer unit can be
obtained as

P vi = x ∣ hð Þ = 1
σi

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp −
x − ai −∑n

j=1 wij hj
� �2

2σi2

0
B@

1
CA,

ð4Þ

P hj = 1 ∣ v
� �

= sigmoid ai + 〠
m

i=1

vi
σi
wij

 !
: ð5Þ

3.2.2. GBRBM Training Process. The purpose of RBM model
training is to calculate the optimal value of parameter θ =
ðw, a, b, σÞ, so as to obtain the optimal model. Usually, it
can be achieved through the maximum likelihood estima-
tion formula:

ln L θ ∣ vð Þ = ln 1
Z θð Þ〠h

e−E v,h∣θð Þ
 !

: ð6Þ

In order to calculate the updated equation of each param-
eter, we use the contrast divergence (CD) algorithm pro-
posed by Hinton to train the model and add the adjustment
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of σi in GBRBM; the training process is as follows: (a) at the
beginning of training, assign the input data to the nodes of
the visible layer to obtain vi and obtain the data features
mapped from the visible layer V to the hidden layer H
according to equation (5), (b) calculate reversely according
to equation (4) and map the output obtained in (a) to the vis-
ible layer V , and (c) calculate the error between the samples
according to the comparison between the reconstructed
results and the original data and adjust the interlayer weight
W to reduce the error. The updating process of parameter
vector θ = fw, a, b, σg is as follows:

Δwij = γ vihj
� �

data − vihj
� �

recon

� �
,

Δai = γ vih idata − vih irecon
� �

,

Δbj = γ hj
� �

data − hj
� �

recon

� �
,

Δσi = γ σih idata − σih irecon
� �

:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ

In equation (7), γ is the RBM learning rate, h·idata is the
mathematical expectation of the input data, and h·irecon is
the mathematical expectation of the reconstructed data.
The output of the trained model forward passing can repre-
sent the original input of the visible layer; thus, the feature
extraction of the input data is completed.

3.3. Extreme Learning Machine. The BP neural network is
used in the upper layer of DBN. Although the BP neural net-
work has better adaptive ability, it adopts the gradient
descent algorithm in the training process. When the neuron
is close to 0 or 1, the convergence speed is relatively slow,
resulting in a longer training time for the model. Moreover,
the BP algorithm may fall into a local optimum for complex
nonlinear problems such as strip quality prediction. In order
to solve these problems, this paper introduces the extreme
learning machine model.

Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a single hidden layer
feedforward neural network proposed by Huang Guangbin
in 2004, including the input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer. The structure is shown in Figure 2. The offset of the
hidden layer node and the weight of the input layer in ELM
are randomly assigned during initialization, which greatly
shortens the training time of the model. The output weight
of ELM is adjusted by the regularized minimummean square
error, which can ensure the global optimization ability of
ELM. Therefore, ELM has relatively high learning efficiency
and strong generalization ability and is more suitable for
complex production scenarios such as the steel finishing roll-
ing process.

Suppose there are M sample ðXi, yiÞ, Xi = ½xi1, xi2,⋯,
xin�T ∈ Rn and yi = ½yi1, yi2,⋯, yim�T ∈ Rm are the input sam-
ples and their corresponding expected output, respectively.
Assuming that the number of hidden layer nodes is L, the
ELM model can be expressed as

〠
L

i=1
βig wi · xj + bi
� �

= oj, j = 1,⋯,M: ð8Þ

In equation (8), gðxÞ is the activation function of the hid-
den layer; wi and βi are the weight vectors between the input
layer and hidden layer and between the hidden layer and out-
put layer, respectively; bi is the offset of the hidden layer
node; and oj is the output of ELM. The purpose of network
training is to minimize the output error and find a special
wi, βi, bi so that the output value is the target value:

〠
L

i=1
βig wi · xj + bi
� �

= yj, j = 1, 2,⋯,M: ð9Þ

Expressed as a matrix:

Hβ = Y , ð10Þ

H =
g w1 · x1 + b1ð Þ ⋯ g wL · x1 + bLð Þ

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

g w1 · xM + b1ð Þ ⋯ g wL · xM + bLð Þ

2
664

3
775: ð11Þ

In equation (10), h is the hidden layer output matrix, β is
the weight matrix, and Y is the network output matrix. Since
ELM randomly generates wi and bi in the initialization stage,
the matrix H is uniquely determined. The training process of
the network can be transformed into a linear system solving
the problem. The approximate solution of β can be obtained
according to the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse matrix:

β∗ =H+Y : ð12Þ

In equation (12), H+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse of the hidden layer output matrix H.

3.4. GBDBN-ELM Model. In this article, the RBM in the tra-
ditional DBN is replaced with GBRBM to form GBDBN, and
then, the GBDBN model and the ELM model are combined,
as shown in Figure 3. For an N-layer GBDBN-ELM model,
the strip quality sample data is assigned to the visible layer
V of the first layer of GBRBM, the first hidden layer h1 and
the second hidden layer h2 form GBRBM, the output of the
former GBRBM is also the input of the latter GBRBM, and
so on, until the N − 2 layer of the model; the N − 2 layer,
N − 1 layer, and the last output layer are the ELM. The

x
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h

𝛽

o
Output layer

Hidden layer

Input layer

Figure 2: Structure of ELM.
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N − 2 layer of the model is both the output of the last
layer of GBRBM and the input of ELM.

In this model, the strip quality input data is extracted by
multilayer GBRBM to form a low-dimensional feature
expression, which ensures the features of the original input
data set as much as possible. Then, input the extracted fea-
tures into ELM for regression prediction to obtain the pre-
dicted strip quality prediction data.

For an N-layer GBDBN-ELM model, suppose the num-
ber of neurons in the N − 1 layer network is n, and the num-
ber of neurons in the N − 2 layer network is m, the network
can be expressed as

〠
m

i=1
βig wi · hN−2 + bið Þ = oj, j = 1,⋯, n: ð13Þ

According to the ELM algorithm, the output matrix of
the N − 1 layer of the network and the solving equation of
β can be obtained as

HN−1 =
g w1 · hN−2,1 + b1ð Þ ⋯ g wL · hN−2,1 + bLð Þ

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

g w1 · hN−2,n + b1ð Þ ⋯ g wL · hN−2,n + bLð Þ

2
664

3
775,

ð14Þ

β∗ =HN−1
+Y : ð15Þ

The GBDBN-ELM model combines the unsupervised
learning characteristics of DBN with high learning efficiency
and strong generalization ability of ELM. It can improve the
training speed and prediction accuracy.

4. Experimental Study

The indexes to measure the quality of strip steel mainly
include the thickness, width, and surface temperature,
among which the thickness is the most important index to
evaluate whether the steel is up to the standard [25]. There-
fore, this paper verifies the feasibility of the improved deep
confidence network by predicting the thickness of the fin-
ished rolled strip and compares the improved model with
other machine learning algorithms and deep learning algo-
rithms to illustrate the superiority of the model.

4.1. Data Preparation

4.1.1. Data Source. The experimental data in this paper
comes from a 1580mm hot strip finishing line of a steel com-
pany. The production line consists of 7 units. After 5~7
passes of rough rolling, we can get intermediate billet of
25~60mm thick, which can be sent to the finishing mill after
the hot coil box, flying shear, and dephosphorization box.
The control of strip thickness is mainly in the finishing mill.
After the finishing mill, we can obtain the finished strip with
thickness of 1.2-12.7mm. The production line consists of
seven finishing mills, namely, F1~F7. A work roll bending
device is adopted on 7 rolling mills, among which F2~F4
are PC rolling mills with crossed rolls in pairs. Looper rolls
are installed between each two rolling mills to balance the
rolling tension and prevent plate stacking. The threading
speed, acceleration, reduction of each stand, and bending
force of each stand of the F1~F7 rolling mill are calculated
and set by a computer control system according to the variety
and specification of rolled strip and can be adjusted dynam-
ically. The exit of the F7 finishing mill is equipped with
rolling line detection instruments for thickness, width, tem-
perature, and crown of strip steel quality, which can monitor
the quality in real time and modify the process parameters to
improve the quality of rolled products.

In this experiment, the process parameters set by the
computer control system of the seven finishing mills in the
finishing rolling stage and the strip quality parameters
detected by the sensor at the F7 exit are collected within 8
days. The sampling time interval is 90 seconds, and a total
of 3350 sets of production data are collected. Each set of data
includes 7 sets of finishing mills’ reduction position, rolling
force, stand speed, oil film compensation, eccentric compen-
sation, and other process parameters, as well as their confi-
dence and number of points, totaling 234 columns of data.

4.1.2. Data Preprocessing. As there are 234 process parame-
ters collected, if all these data are used to predict the strip
thickness, the deep learning network will be very complex
and the training time will be very long. However, some of
the data are not highly correlated with the final strip exit
thickness. In this paper, the importance of each element is
sorted by the gradient boosting decision tree method, as
shown in Figure 4. Finally, 69 factors are selected as the input
parameters for strip quality prediction, including entrance
thickness, exit temperature, roll gap of each stand, rolling
force, stand speed, roll bending force, back tension, and
looper angle.
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Due to the complex production environment, water
vapor, and other interference factors, and the instability of
the computer system and sensor itself, the data collected
on-site has certain errors, missing data, and abnormal values.
For the problem of missing data, this paper uses the mean
method to supplement the missing value. For outliers, first,
calculate the Euclidean distance between samples by the k
-means clustering method and extract outliers, and then,
eliminate the outliers. The min–max normalization method
is used to carry out linear transformation on the original
data, and the data is mapped between ½0, 1�, so as to eliminate
the influence of parameter dimension on the prediction
results.

According to the holdout verification method, 3000
groups of data are randomly selected as the training set,
and the remaining 350 groups of data are used as the verifica-
tion set of the model after training.

4.2. Parameter Setting

4.2.1. Key Parameter. Before training and prediction, some
relevant parameters need to be set in advance. These param-
eters cannot be updated in the training process but given in
advance through the parameter setting method. These
parameters have a great impact on the learning ability of
the model and need to be adjusted continuously to maximize
the advantages of the model.

By analyzing the structure and principle of the network
model, the superparameters of the GBRBM-ELMmodel need
to be set in advance, including the number of GBRBM layers
in DBN, the number of hidden layer nodes in DBN and ELM,
the number of visible layer nodes in the first RBM layer, the
number of ELM output layer nodes, the size of data blocks
in the network training phase, the number of training
rounds, the learning rate and momentum term.

Since 69 input parameters are selected to predict the strip
thickness, the number of visible layer nodes is 69 and the
number of output layer nodes is 1. This paper uses different
methods to set and tune different parameters.

4.2.2. Grid Search Method. Grid search is to use prior knowl-
edge to specify the value range of parameters. In this range,
the parameters are listed hierarchically. Based on the experi-
mental results, the optimal parameter value with a small pre-
diction error can be selected.

Taking GBRBM layers as an example, it is one of the
important parameters of the DBN network structure. The
number of RBM layers directly affects the prediction effect
of the model. When the number of RBM layers is too small,
the model will not be able to take advantage of deep learning,
and the prediction effect will be poor. But too many layers
will lead to the training time process or cause overfitting.
According to prior knowledge, the change range of the num-
ber of layers is set to be between 1 and 10. The prediction
effect of the model is shown in Figure 5.

According to the comparison results, when the number
of RBM layers is 4, the model error is the smallest, so this
paper uses a 4-layer RBM network structure.

Using the same method, after multiple comparison
experiments, the number of hidden layer nodes in ELM, data
block size, training rounds, learning rate, and momentum
can be obtained. The optimal parameters of the network are
shown in Table 1.

4.2.3. Particle Swarm Optimization. Another main parameter
of the DBN model structure is the number of nodes in each
hidden layer. Because the hidden layers in the 4-layer RBM
are related to each other, the number of nodes varies widely,
and there are many node combinations; it is difficult to use
grid search to enumerate one by one to find the optimal
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Figure 4: The importance of each element to the thickness of the strip (the first 20).
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combination of the number of nodes. In this paper, particle
swarm optimization (PSO) is used to automatically calculate
the number of hidden layer nodes in each layer.

The particle swarm algorithm compares the optimized
solution of each objective function to the particles in the
search space. Each particle has two parameters, position
and velocity, and the fitness of the particle can be calculated
from the objective function. By comparing the fitness of the
particle at the current time with that at the previous time,
the individual optimal position pid can be obtained. Similarly,
the group optimal position gd can be obtained. According to
equation (14), the velocity and position of the particle can be
updated, and the global optimal solution satisfying the termi-
nation condition can be found:

vid t + 1ð Þ =wvid + c1r1 pid − xid tð Þð Þ + c2r2 gd − xid tð Þð Þ,
ð16Þ

xid t + 1ð Þ = xid tð Þ + vid t + 1ð Þ: ð17Þ

In equations (16) and (17), vidðtÞ and xidðtÞ are the veloc-
ity and position of particles at time t, c1 and c2 are the learn-
ing factors, and r1 and r2 are random numbers in (0,1).

Set the population size of PSO as 10 and the number of
alternations as 10, and finally, find the number of hidden
layer nodes of 4-layer DBN as ½63, 54, 46, 35�.

4.3. Model Training. The training of the GBDBN-ELM com-
bined model is divided into two parts:

(a) GBDBN Module Training. First, initialize the net-
work parameters, weights, and the number of hidden
layer nodes of the model. The first N − 2 layers of the
combined model are the GBDBNmodel, and the pre-
processed input data is allocated to the visible layer
nodes to establish vi. Next, the contrast divergence
(CD) algorithm is used to train each RBM layer by
layer from bottom to top. When one RBM layer is
trained, the parameters of the layer are fixed and used
as the input of the upper RBM to train the upper
RBM, and so on, until all RBM training is completed.
Finally, the bottom features are gradually gathered
into the high-level features and finally sent to the
regression unit.

(b) ELM Module Training. The connection weights of
the n − 1 layer and n − 2 layer are initialized. The
N − 2 layer is the feature extraction layer of the
last layer of GBDBN. The preprocessed high-
dimensional labeled data is used as the input of
the GBDBN module after training, and the feature
extraction result is used as the input of the initial
elm module. The elm algorithm is used for train-
ing to obtain better model parameters.

Based on GBDBN-ELM module training, effective DBN
and ELM are obtained, respectively. The test data set is pre-
processed to obtain high-dimensional sample data to be
detected. The trained GBDBN model is used for feature
extraction to obtain better feature data. The predicted strip
thickness can be obtained by the ELM module. The overall
process is shown in Figure 6.

4.4. Result Analysis and Comparison

4.4.1. Model Evaluation Index. In this paper, five indexes are
used to evaluate the prediction effect of the model, including
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Figure 5: Variation of residual sum of squares with RBM layers.

Table 1: Parameters of GBDBN-ELM model.

Number of RBM layers 4

Number of hidden layer nodes in ELM 60

Data block size 150

Training rounds 20

Learning rate 0.01

Momentum 0.5
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the sum of squares of residuals (SSR), root mean square error
(RMSE), R square coefficient of determination (R2), and
training time (T). The index is calculated as follows:

SSE = 〠
N

i=1
y∗i − yið Þ2,

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
〠
N

i=1
y∗i − yið Þ2

vuut ,

R2 = 1 − ∑N
i=1 y∗i − yið Þ2

∑N
i=1 yi − yið Þ2

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð18Þ

The smaller SSE, RMSE, and MAE, the better the predic-
tion effect. R2 is the fitting degree of the model, and the closer
R2 is to 1, the better the regression effect of the model is; T is
the time from the beginning to the end of training, and the
smaller t is, the faster the model training is and the better
the model performance is.

4.4.2. Prediction Results. 350 sets of data were used in the test
set to evaluate the performance of the model. In this paper,
the simulation results of the prediction model are assessed
by analyzing the curve of the predicted value and the true
value of the strip thickness, the curve of the prediction error,
and the curve of the prediction relative error.
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Figure 6: Strip steel quality prediction process based on GBDBN-ELM.
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Table 2: Comparison of prediction results of different models.

Index\model BP ELM DBN DBN-ELM GBDBN-ELM

SSR 59.3560 78.2718 14.3091 22.398 8.5856

RMSE 0.4118 0.4728 0.2022 0.2530 0.1565

R2 0.9872 0.9607 0.9926 0.98854 0.9956

T 3.1548 0.5127 96.9802 32.0120 33.8380
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It can be seen from Figure 7 that the predicted value of
strip thickness obtained by the GBDBN-ELM model is very
close to the real value of strip thickness, and the fluctuation
trend and variation range of them are basically consistent.
By analyzing Figure 8, we can get the following results:
93.7% of the absolute error between the predicted value and
the real value is between ½−0:3, 0:3�, and only a few points
have relatively large error between ½−0:4, 0:8�. The reason is

that the test samples are randomly selected, and these points
have large mutation compared with the surrounding points,
and the change range of the model prediction is less than
the real change range. As shown in Figure 9, the relative error
of strip thickness predicted by the model is within 10%,
among which 80.9% is less than 5%. In conclusion, the pre-
diction model of strip thickness based on GBDBN-ELM has
high accuracy.
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4.4.3. Comparison of Different Models. In order to compre-
hensively analyze the prediction performance of the model
for strip steel quality, this paper compares it with the BP neu-
ral network, ELM, traditional DBN network, and DBN-ELM
model and evaluates the above models according to SSR,
RMSE, and R2. The results are shown in Table 2. In order
to intuitively compare the prediction error of the model,
Figures 10–13 show the relative error of the prediction results
of the first 100 groups of test data of GBDBN-ELM and show
the comparison with other models, respectively.

Comparing the prediction results of the BP neural net-
work and ELM in Table 2, we can find that the training
time of ELM is shorter, since it generates hidden layer off-
set and input layer weights randomly during initialization,
and there is no need to update them during training. How-
ever, the BP neural network can adjust the model to a bet-
ter state during training, so its prediction accuracy is higher
than that of ELM. However, by analyzing Figures 10 and
11, it can be found that a large part of the error of the
two neural network prediction results is greater than 10%,
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so it is not enough to use simple machine learning for strip
quality prediction.

It can be seen from Table 2 that although DBN-ELM sig-
nificantly shortens the training time, the prediction accuracy
is slightly lower than DBN. GBDBN-ELM improves the RBM
network on the basis of DBN-ELM to make it suitable for the
continuous value regression problem and can retain more
data features when predicting strip thickness. Therefore,
GBDBN-ELM combines the advantages of DBN and ELM.

By comparing the results in Table 2, it is found that com-
pared with DBN, GBDBN-ELM reduces the training time by
65.1%, the sum of squares error by 39.9%, and the root mean
square error by 22.6%; compared with DBN-ELM, GBDBN-
ELM reduces the sum of square error by 61.7% and the root
mean square error by 38.1%, and the training time only
increases by one second, which indicates that the improved
model can effectively improve the accuracy and shorten the
training time.

From Figures 12 and 13, we can see the prediction effect
of the three deep learning models for each test data more
intuitively. It can be seen that the overall relative error of
the prediction results of GBDBN-ELM is smaller than that
of DBN and DBN-ELM. The relative error of GBDBN-ELM
hardly exceeds 8%, and it is certain that the prediction accu-
racy of the improved model meets industry requirements. In
350 sets of test data, the error of GBDBN-ELM’s prediction
results is 63.7% less than DBN, and 65.7% less than DBN-
ELM. The average relative error is reduced, respectively, by
40.4% and 32.6%.

Especially for data with large prediction errors of DBN
and DBN-ELM, GBDBN-ELM can significantly reduce the
error and achieve better prediction results. The advantages
of the improved model are also reflected here to a large
extent.

The analysis of Table 2 and Figures 10–13 shows that the
improved GBDBN-ELM model can improve the prediction
accuracy and shorten the training time to a large extent.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes an improved DBN strip quality predic-
tion method to solve the problem that the strip quality pre-
diction accuracy is not high because there are many sensors
involved in the strip production process, and most of the pro-
cess parameters are coupled with each other and have serious
nonlinearity. In this paper, the RBM in DBN is changed into
GBRBM to eliminate the dependence on binary distribution,
extract the features of high-dimensional and high coupling
input data, combine GBDBN with ELM, replace the BP net-
work in DBN with ELM, and input the extracted data fea-
tures into ELM for strip quality prediction. The GBDBN-
ELM model is verified by the data of the steel finishing line
and used to predict the strip thickness. We can draw the fol-
lowing conclusions.

The simple BP neural network and ELM model cannot
deal with the high dimension and high coupling nonlinear
data produced by the complex production process. Due to
the simple network structure, they cannot fully extract the
data features and mine the knowledge contained in the data,

resulting in the accuracy of strip thickness prediction being
not enough.

The GBDBN model proposed in this paper can solve the
problem of low prediction accuracy caused by complex input
data. The GBDBN network can retain as many abstract fea-
tures of input data as possible, so that ELM can obtain higher
prediction accuracy.

Through the comparison with the DBN network, it can
also be known that using the ELM algorithm for GBDBN
network training and prediction calculations can greatly
shorten the time and solve the problem of excessive training
time caused by the complexity of the DBN network.
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